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Q1) Match the verbs with suitable nouns- 

COLUMN A                                       COLUMN B 

1) Write                                            aeroplane 

2) Cut                                                pencil 

3) Sweep                                          vegetables 

4) Read                                             broom 

5) Fly                                                 book 

Q2) Fill in the blanks with is, are, was, were – 

1) She________ a good girl. 

2) They _______not in the room. 

3) He _______playing with a ball last evening. 

4) The children ________ sick yesterday. 

5) Mohan ______ in class II last year. 

6) The Red Fort _____ in Delhi. 

Q3) What do these people do? Choose the most suitable option from the brackets- 

1) A baker _____ bread. (shakes/cooks/bakes) 

2) A hair dresser _____ hair. (cuts/grows/plants) 

3) A mechanic _______ cars. (hates/makes/repairs) 

4) A nurse _______ after people in a hospital. (looks/needs/sees) 

5) A football player ______ football. (buys/sleeps/plays) 

6) A teacher ______ students. (catches/gives/teaches) 

7) A singer _______ in a choir. (dances/eats/sings) 

8) A shopkeeper _______ goods in a shop. (leaves/talks/sells) 

9) A cook ______ dishes in a restaurant. (buys/plays/cooks) 

10) A journalist ______ articles for a newspaper. (sees/rings/writes) 



Q4) Underline all the pronouns in the poem given below- 

I think mice are rather nice; 

Their tails are long, their faces small; 

They haven’t any chins at all. 

Their ears are pink, their teeth are white, 

They run around the house at night; 

They nibble things the shouldn’t touch, 

And no one seems to like them much! 

Q5) Fill in the blanks with correct pronouns from the bracket- 

1) Please give_____ that book. (I/me) 

2) Did she see _____? (us/we) 

3) I took the papers from ______. (they/them) 

4) My sister and _____ went there. (I/me) 

5) What did ______ say about the movie? (they /them) 

6) They said _______ have to wear the uniform. (us /we) 

7) What do ______ want from the cupboard? (you /us) 

8) Tell _____ what happened at the picnic. (I/me) 

9) The spaceship took_______ both. (it / them) 

10) The children were happy to see _____. (them / she) 

Q6) Draw the picture for the given collective nouns- 

1) A swarm of bees-                                                 3) A crate of eggs-  

  

 

2) A galaxy of stars-                                                 4) A loaf of bread-  

 

 

Q7) Find 3 nouns each around you which are Masculine, Feminine and Common- 

MASCULINE FEMININE COMMON 

1.   

2.   



3.   

 


